[Unknown primary cancer: revision of our experience. Preliminary study].
The unknown primary cancer is a hazardous diagnostic and limited therapeutic medical problem with too much variability. It is possible to design a standard procedure using the world-wide scientific literature, which could be able to decrease patient suffering and to avoid unnecessary sanitary costs, without diminishing survival. First of all we have conducted a retrospective descriptive study including all the patients with unknown primary neoplasms detected in our Internal Medicine service during 1994. We have met 18 cases, most of them adenocarcinoma and undifferentiated carcinoma, and hepatomegaly as clinical presentation. In 8 cases (44%) was the primary tumour site identified, mainly with CT. Only 3 (16%) patients were alive at the end of the study, with a mean survival of 5 months. The mean stay and time until diagnosis were 16.5 and 21.5 days respectively. Further studies will let us to asses the effectiveness of a theoretic diagnostic protocol.